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From Genetic Evolution of Simple Organisms to Learning Abilities and Persuasion on Cognitive Characters Marcio Lobo Netto 1 Marcos Antonio Cavalhieri 1 Luciene Cristina Rinaldi Rodrigues 1



Abstract: This paper describes some artificial life projects and evaluates the achievements for different approaches, conceived to study live beings of different complexities. The first scenario is used to analyze genetically evolved artificial microorganisms, observing their adaptive behavior in large societies, or the adaptation strategies used by creatures from simple species, represented here as robots. The second one exploits the learning ability of more evolved artificial creatures, and analyses the consequences of this ability on their behavior. We focus on character evolution possibilities, through instructive learning, in opposition to species evolution from the previous scenario, and consider mid-size groups. The last one focuses on artificial humans with cognitive reasoning capacity, and is used to study the role of convincement on small communities of virtual humans. Therefore the time-base is even shorter, but the complexity of the analyzed phenomena is higher.
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Introduction



Artificial life is a very promising research area [1]. Although its first concepts were developed for fifty years by eminent scientists as Alan Turing and John Von Neumann, involved with the foundations of the computation theory, only recently computers achieved the required power levels to allow interesting experiments. As virtual reality became feasible and computers achieved a very high performance, scientists began to use them as virtual laboratories, where they can coexist with their experiments, and analyze them in new and unprecedented ways. Artificial Life characters have been employed in a large diversity of situations. In many of them analytical models as cellular automata [2] or logic coupled maps [3] are well applied, but others require a closer representation of true characters [4-8]. This last case comprehends many computer animation purposes, where movie directors just want to coordinate sequences of actions played by virtual actors. While in the first case analytic functions can be used to represent each element and its relationship (dependence) with other elements in the virtual environment, in the second case structured and hierarchical models need to be used. Here morphological and functional aspects should be considered. As researchers interested in artificial life and cognitive sciences, while also involved for a long time with high performance and distributed computer graphics, we have proposed the development of an Artificial Life Framework, conceived to be open and flexible to accept the addition of new features as time goes by. Object oriented paradigm has been used as a reference to its development. So, different artificial beings can be designed combining the framework features, which includes modules to emulate some of the most important aspects of live beings, as perception, cognition, reasoning, communication, and acting. We have not yet focused on physical body properties, but on the mental models that control the behavior of these artificial creatures. We have been working on some of the many aspects related to artificial life, and therefore the conceived framework describes the parts that compose the multi functional structure of interesting virtual characters. This framework allows us to add new features to those modules already conceived, or even to add new modules. This paper describes this architecture, focusing on the different paradigms that can be addressed to handle a diversity of purposes when building virtual beings. These include the perception (visual), cognition, communication and acting, and their relationship with the species evolution and individual learning skills. This framework has been conceived to provide an interface between the actor and its environment based on sensors, simulating animal senses. We have focused our implementation firstly in the vision system, including an image capturing process and its consecutive analysis and classification. This process is conducted by pre-designed perceptual systems, using neural networks, or by other functionally equivalent modules. The resulting



perception is passed to a cognitive module, responsible for the decision taking, leading to commands given to actuators and communicators. This paper describes the reasons to use appropriate approaches to deal with different abstraction levels to describe live beings. Life has been evolving trough millions of years and leaded to a huge number of different species with different levels of complexity. The diversity of aspects that can be studied is therefore enormous. In order to be able to study these beings and their evolution we need to focus on some particular aspects and to consider models focused on these aspects. For instance, evaluating the genetically based evolution requires the observation of a large number of generations, and therefore we must consider very simple species (microorganisms) whose genetic representation is simple to be done, and which can lead to interesting observations on the resulting adaptation possibilities. This idea conducted to some experiments in this field represented by two projects – the Alive and the Woxbot projects. The Alive project is about a simulated laboratory for artificial life. The Woxbot project deals with the adaptive evolution of robots whose behavior is described by a finite state machine. In the mid-term being’s complexity we decided to study the learning abilities on more evolved creatures, able to sense their environment, to establish basic communication with their peers, and to evaluate what they learn as a consequence of this social contact. Based on these abilities the virtual creatures can decide how to behave, considering, with higher probability, the most suitable approaches to remain alive. In this case we studied the mid-term learning, and its consequences, considering just one generation (life-time). In the previous studies the artificial creatures did not have any learning ability, which means that the species could evolve but not their correspondent individuals, whose abilities remained steady. A virtual environment inhabited by artificial fishes has been designed for this simulation, and is part of the Alga project. The last study considered short-term decisions on highly evolved cognitive creatures. In this case we prepared the creatures to be able to take decisions using Baysian rules. Doing so, we were considering only a basic mental model, without recurring to the underlying biological (cerebral) structures. And in fact, a very particular aspect of their mind, related to their cognitive reasoning capacity. The correspondent framework designed for this purpose is part of the artificial humans (V1V0) project. The following sections present a literature review with related work (2), the character framework (3), the proposed animation models represented by some cases (4) and the achieved results for each one of these models (5). Finally, we conclude with further work (6).
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Literature Review



The research presented in this work is strongly related to artificial life [1][9][10] and to some subjects of interest for cognitive science researchers, since both areas have a strong interdependency. Another related research field is evolutionary computation [11][12], focusing on the usage of evolutionary strategies and techniques to evolve many different types of systems, from those related to natural life to those handled by engineering projects. Many authors are currently working with artificial life, a rich research field. In this paper we focus on those authors that have been applying cognitive skills to control the behavior of virtual characters, assigning some kind of personality to these actors. Researchers involved with this field are looking for models that would describe how real life began and evolved. In fact they are looking for a universal life concept, which should be independent of the media on which they exist [1]. Other scientists are looking for physical models to give natural appearance to their characters [4-8], with interesting results. Although very different in nature, these works have been related to evolution and natural selection concepts. In some of them, evolutionary computing schemes such as genetic algorithms have been an important tool assisting the conduction of transformations in the genotype of virtual creatures, allowing them to evolve through generations. Mutation and reproduction provide efficient ways to modify characteristics of a creature, as in real life. Selection chooses those that, by some criteria, are the best suited, and therefore allowed to survive and reproduce themselves. By another side the current work was influenced by the computer animation community, and particularly by the Karl Sims [4] seminal work on artificial life combined with graphically represented bodies (1993). He proposed an evolutionary model to evolve creatures, where both morphology and behavior adaptation is considered. The results are impressive, and by performing some adjustments on initial models, it is possible to achieve characters well adapted to a diversity of environments. Other two works were important for the development of the presented projects. Ken Perlin [5] introduced the idea of behavioral animation (1996), and Demetri Terzopoulos [6] extended it to cognitive animation (1998), showing how to develop artificial beings supporting strategies to simulate natural behavior and cognition. Furthermore he showed the possibility to train these characters to perform certain classes of actions, or even to let them learn how to perform sophisticated actions. Many of these work focused on the evolution model without the need to use any graphical representation. But some of them exploit this possibility, taking advantage of some aspects like body structure and morphology. Sims had this as a main aspect of his work, since the evolution depended on articulated body properties. Terzopoulos also used body properties to study its relation with the environment (how the artificial fishes could swim). But all these work considered also mental models or some equivalent adaptive control mechanism, being responsible for the simulation of life evolution. Other important researchers in this area are Nadia and Daniel Thalmann [7] with important work on virtual humans (1994), and Norman Badler [8] (1992). Some of their works address the human personality and procedures performed by autonomous actors [13][14[15].
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A General Purpose Framework for Artificial Life



The current paper describes and analyses virtual beings, and for each one of them a model is proposed. These models a have common structure, composed by a perceptual module, a cognitive module and an actuator module (Figure 1). Each of these modules may evolve through generations and may adapt themselves based on personal experiences at lifetime. Normally, based on the main purpose of the analysis conducted in each case, one aspect of the model is emphasized. For instance, for simple creatures we focus on the species evolution and do not consider learning based on personal experiences. By another side when discussing language skills, we do not evaluate species evolution, but just learning abilities.
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Figure 1: Artlife Beings Generic Model - Organism Specialization (Multi-Functional)



The components of this model can be described by a universal code (DNA like) allowing the evolution of the features assigned to each of them. This important feature allows the conduction of natural adjustments on the creatures to their environment, exploiting a design bottom-up approach, which seems to be very appropriate in cases like this. It is particularly interesting in continuously evolving environments, since the creatures must provide adaptive follow-up mechanisms to remain well adjusted to their environment. But in fact, this evolutionary possibility can improve only instinctive aspects of the being’s behavior, a part that is built-in and remain unchanged during their complete life. Therefore it may be also combined with an emergent individual capacity, acquired by learning (Figure 2). In this work we do not consider the body morphological aspects related to the evaluated virtual creatures, although it would be interesting to combine this feature with the mental model described here. Terzopoulos [16] and Sims [17] provide good examples showing how both concepts can be considered together.
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Figure 2: Artlife Beings Generic Model – Combining Species Evolution with Individual Beings Learning –



We consider here the following classes: a. Very simple beings: ranging from micro-organisms to insects, evolving through generations, preserving the species instinct, but without any self learning ability. b. Simple beings: ranging from small vertebral animals (rats) to mammals (dogs) which may learn how to perform certain actions, or how to behave in certain circumstances. We consider here basic language mechanisms supporting their abilities. c. Complex beings: as primates, including pre-historical humans which did not develop a culture that could be passed way through generations, but that are able to persuade their peers. d. Complex social beings: as modern humans that exploit an intensive knowledge exchange, enlarging the humanity cultural basis.
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Animation Approaches for Live Characters



Computer graphics animations evolved to allow the representation of live characters. Initial approaches used scripts to describe the kinematics and dynamics of bodies, exploiting many times their hierarchical structures. But early developments showed the necessity to allow these characters to conduct their own actions [16]. Therefore behavioral concepts were included, giving the characters the ability to decide how to behave in the virtual scenario where they were living. And then, as a natural progress, more complex virtual creatures were designed containing cognitive reasoning abilities [6][17][18].



The development of animated characters has two main goals – to provide means to produce games and films, and to create scientific experiments. While the first goal is strongly oriented to scripts, designed by experienced animators, even when combined with some level of character autonomy, the second one is oriented to exploit this autonomy. This paper focuses on the second approach, when scientists conceive general rules, for the environment and for the virtual characters, and then allow these creatures to behave autonomously. But these concepts may be applied also to computer graphics animation. Based on the enormous differences among live creatures, basically on their complexity and consequent abilities, and considering the computational difficulty to conceive complex creatures observing different phenomena levels (physical, biological) we have been involved with the design of different approaches to handle some of these different levels. The present text describes three approaches, one used to simulate basic microorganism evolution, one used to study animal learning, and one to evaluate persuasion on highly evolved characters. The following sections describe these approaches. 4.1



Genetic Evolution for Very Simple Creatures (Microorganisms and Insects) - Alive Project



Microorganisms and insects are here considered to represent those very simple live creatures, able to adapt themselves to some situation, looking to survive longer, and to reproduce, evolving slowly through generations. It is worthy to note that they allow the conduction of some types of social behavior simulation and consequent observation of interesting social phenomena. Nevertheless these beings do not learn anything – they are just guided by their species instinct. They are able to adapt themselves to many situations and to look for everything they need to survive, and even more to contribute to the success of their community. The Alive project [19] exploits the structural simplicity of microorganisms, which can be described at certain abstraction levels just as simple functions relating environmental properties with individual actions, while using individual properties (genetically defined) to conduct their apparent behavior. So, in fact these simulated artificial simple creatures can be analyzed through immediate mathematical functions, without memory considerations. In fact any memory related aspect (accumulated energy for instance) could be described as a variable containing information consulted and modified by these equations. The possibilities to adjust the parameters of these equations, which may be related to genes, allow their modification through generations and therefore the observation of population adaptation to the inhabited environment. Even changes occurring slowly in the environment (as for instance concentration of certain vital elements) can lead to a response in the individuals, which through mutation can auto adapt to the continuously evolving artificial world they live in. Figures 3 and 4 show a generic model used and how it evolves through generations.
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Figure 3: Alive Creature Generic Model
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Figure 4: Alive Creature Genetic Evolution



4.2



Genetic Evolution for Very Simple Creatures (Microorganisms and Insects) - Woxbot Project



The Woxbot project [20][21][22] used a similar idea, but some new and more elaborated concepts were included to represent the artificial creature, a robot. Special simulated senses and actuators were designed, giving the robot visual inspection abilities. A classification of images, resulting from pattern recognition embedded in the visual inspection module, was used at the next level of the model, the decision taking machine. This has been conceived as a generic finite state machine, genetically described, which could evolve through generations. Here a memory concept is embedded, allowing the exploitation of small strategies for the behavior of each robot. This machine represented their mind, since it was a structure whose functionality was directly used to control their behavior. Figures 5 and 6 show the architecture, presenting the perception and cognition modules, and the genetically evolution undertaken by the finite state machine.
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Figure 5: Woxbot Creature Generic Model - Organism Specialization (Multi-Functional) FSM
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Figure 6: Woxbot Species Evolution (Adaptation)



Visual Perception The visual perception in conducted by the continuously rendering of an image from the robot point of view, which is analyzed by a neural network, previously trained to identify two types of objects – a cube and a pyramid. Symbolic information results from this classification and identifies if there are objects in the field of view, and where they are considering relative positioning (left, center or right) and distance (near or far). Cognition The instinctive cognition is implemented as a behavior assigned by a finite state machine (FSM). This behavior evolves through generations, in accordance with the genetic evolution of this machine. Some small strategies can be built in this machine, and therefore some machines may perform very well in their purpose of conducting the robot towards its goal, which is to look forward pyramids, while avoiding cubes. Nevertheless strategies that can behave in accordance with expectation are not explicitly assigned to the FSM, but emerge as a consequence of a continuous evaluation of the character in its environment, the arena.



Evolution The main objective was to analyze how this evolution occurs, and if the choice of appropriate conditions are enough to conduct the evolution towards the main goal. We expected that, after some generations, the well adapted robots could perform right action in their environment – an arena composed by two types of objects, those that would reward the robots (pyramids), adding energy, and those that would retain part of their accumulated energy (cubes). So, considering that energy is continuously consumed in a small rate, robots were expected to “find” strategies concerned with looking for pyramids while avoiding cubes. These strategies resulted in fact from different combinations that could be used to describe each particular finite state machine (FSM). 4.3



Learning Abilities on More Evolved Creatures (Small Vertebral) - Alga Project



Virtual creatures of intermediary complexity (multi-cellular, with well developed organs, but no high cognitive abilities) are studied in this approach, focusing on their ability to adapt themselves based on their own learning skills. Different learning skills may be considered, and are basically distinguished in three categories: learning by instruction (when one character can inform others about some own acquired knowledge), learning by experience (when the character can learn observing what happens in the environment, looking for reproducing observed actions), and learning by experimenting (when more evolved characters can propose some experiments and observe what happens). This section focuses on the first of these three approaches, exploiting the social contact of characters in a society composed by creatures with different levels of knowledge and experience. In our proposal the received information can be evaluated and classified in accordance with its importance and level of confidence, giving the character the possibility to choose one that, at each circumstance, seems to be the best to achieve a longer survival. The Alga project [23][24] was conceived as a complementary approach, regarding the two previous ones. While those considered only genetic species evolution, here the idea was to evaluate the personal evolution, based on learning skills and their consequence to the survival capacity of the correspondent virtual beings, fishes living in an aquarium in this case. We decided to use a language based mental metaphor. This concept was chosen because it allowed the simulation of reasoning using simple language based structures, and also the exchange of language elements between two creatures that come to meat each other in different circumstances. And doing so they could tell others about something they knew (their particular ability to do something in a certain situation). Herewith we introduced an instruction oriented learning mechanism. Furthermore, the creature’s capacity to evaluate these acquired teachings, gave them the possibility to classify these instructions, comparing them with other possible ones for the same situation, and then to be more selective in future decisions.



All decisions are taken considering their chance to lead to a future feed. But considering that food is not found everywhere, the reward comes only sometimes, when the fish finally take it. In order to handle the dependencies of a sequence of actions that may (or may not) conduct to a positive final result, we introduced a Markov chain model, used here to express this memory. This way, it is possible to evaluate the importance of each decision that may just have higher chances of being rewarded in the near future. A combined measure of frequency of occurrence and fitness for each action produced a confidence that could be used to evaluate the relative importance of each action and therefore provide support for decision taking. Figure 7 and Table 1 show the fish model and how evolve the content of their intern language tables.
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Figure 7: Alga creature generic model Table 1. Alga Creature Social Evolution (Adaptation/Learning) Word: turn-left S F S S S F S (action@situation) Occurrence # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (number of times) Fitness % 1/1 1/2 2/3 3/4 4/5 4/6 5/7 (success confidence) Word: turn-right F S F S F (action@situation) Occurrence # 1 2 3 4 5 (number of times) Fitness % 0/1 1/2 1/3 2/4 3/5 (success confidence) S: Success; F: Failure



Visual Perception Although considering the possible co-existence of multiple perceptual modules, this version implemented just the visual one. The visual perception identifies objects in the aquarium located inside the character view frustum, a pyramidal section in a 3D space. Some regions are distinguished in this volume, based on the distance to the observer (far / close) and relative angle (left / right / center). Herewith the perception module provides symbolic information to the cognitive module. This information describes a particular situation, which is considered by the cognition for taking actions. This module was designed as an adaptively adjusted fuzzy logic classifier, replacing the original neural network from the Woxbot project, but the adaptive features have not yet been implemented. One of the Artificial Life Group goals is to combine different approaches of evolution and learning strategies. So we intend to study how an adaptive classifier can improve the characters ability to classify scene objects, and how effective it can be to provide refined information to the cognitive module. Cognition The cognition module is based on the concept that reasoning uses language structures, and therefore it is implemented as a simple language interpreter, replacing the previous state machine. The interpreter of each character periodically selects one sentence from a personal book for execution. The selection depends on the information given by the perceptual (visual) system, which provides symbols describing the recognition and relative position of scene elements. The mentioned book is a knowledge table consisting of a set of performable actions at each circumstance, acquired by one fish through contact with other more experienced fishes. Multiple actions can be assigned to the same situation, and the character selects one of them to execute. This process considers all possible actions, for the current situation, assigning higher probability to those ones with higher success score in the history of this character. Therefore this module can be described as composed by two components: a sentence analyzer and a sentence executor. Two approaches have been considered here. The first one is to combine single words into sentences looking forward to build behavior strategies. The second one considers a vanishing memory concept, assigning rewards to each decision in a backwards mode. Every time a character achieves its goal (catching a peace of food for instance) it is rewarded. This reward is progressively assigned backwards, to the previous actions. So each action that contributes to a successful result in the near future receives part of the rewards acquired by the final action. As a consequence all actions in a sequence that leads to the achievement of a goal are rewarded, and therefore increase their scores. In each case the level of success or failure associated to the execution of each sentence (single or multiple action) is kept internally, and represents the characters own knowledge. This information is used to assist the selection process for the execution or construction of new sentences. The current implementation used just the second strategy (Markov chain). In accordance with our goal, we intend to combine both, exploiting the large diversity of strategies that should arise.



Sentences Analyzer The analyzer coordinates the selection of statements (words representing single actions, or sentences expressing more elaborated strategies). This selection is carried out based on the character’s own experience, expressed by the level of certainty assigned to each statement, as well as to the expected level of success. The first term (certainty or experience) represents the number of times that the character has been in that situation, when it decided by one of the possible statements. The second term (success) is associated to each of these statements, and is a measure of success assigned to this particular choice (Table 1). A first version considered statements just as words (single actions). We implemented a vanishing memory concept based on Markov chains, in order to be able to evaluate latter the effectiveness of the present actions, since they do not necessarily, and normally not, can be evaluated immediately. For instance, the decision to follow a piece of food falling in the water is necessary to conduct the fish towards this piece, being then able to catch it. Therefore a memory mechanism is used to allow the association of a success value with each decision, even if they do not lead immediately to a reward. In fact, currently the only reward comes from eating, since it leads to an increase of the actual energy level of each creature. Sentences Executor The sentences executor is periodically required to choose one sentence and to execute it, leading to a character action. The current implementation assigns up to four actions for each situation. The executor makes some measurements on internal character variables (states) in order to observe how they change, and, based on them, modifies the history of success or failure associated to that sentence in conjunction with the circumstance where it happened. A typical internal variable is the stored energy of the character. A sentence can pertain to one of three classes, listed bellow: Action Sentences: these sentences lead to an action as gathering, touching, bringing, etc… When executing bad actions (inside a context) the character is punished, while good actions reward it. For instance: Context: if food is close Sentence: then catch the food Movement Sentences: movement sentences control the character motor system with actions as: step ahead, step back, turn right, turn left or stay, and are a particular sub-class of action sentences. Speech Sentences: speech sentences determine the transmission of some information (normally just a sentence accompanied by its context). Context: if interlocutor is younger Sentence: then give him a tip; where the tip itself is another sentence with its context. Communication The communication module is responsible for message exchange between characters. Considering their relative proximity, two characters may exchange information (sentences from their internal knowledge). The communication module represents a speech mechanism.



Therefore it is a core component in the learning ability associated to the cognition. The communication is performed in accordance with the previously presented mechanisms to analyze, build and execute sentences that are part of the cognition. The communicator included in this framework gives the characters the possibility to exchange their knowledge, allowing some of them to teach others. The language model, described ahead, gives more details of this structure and functionality. The implementation is based on the message-passing concept between different characters running as independent threads. When one fish feel the proximity of another one in its neighborhood, it sends him a message, basically giving a tip, which may be or not accepted by its interlocutor. Language Components: Dictionary / Vocabulary / Sentences Here we describe the language components (tables) and procedures (rules), used to build and execute sentences. Every character has a small vocabulary, which basically consists of actions that it can perform. This vocabulary is a subset of the universal vocabulary comprehending all words known by all individuals. One table is used to keep the known vocabulary (repertoire of sentences) of each character. A character is born with a fixed small set of words, representing those actions that can be associated with an instinctive procedure. During its life it can learn new words, based on its own personal experience. An example of a vocabulary is presented in Table 2. Two possible situations are considered: learning by doing and learning by talking, which are better described ahead. Every word has two indices: one showing how frequently it appears in sentences and another saying how important they are. The importance is calculated analyzing the effectiveness of the correspondent action. Although one sentence relates to just one situation (input), the same situation can be associated with multiple sentences. In this case a Monte Carlo method selects the sentence, based on their probability of occurrence (confidence) and importance (fitness). Table 2. Vocabulary / Sentences Book (Subset of the Universal Dictionary) Instinctive Vocabulary – basic actions (genetically coded) Extended Vocabulary (Sentences) Acquired by: . experience, by self-reflexive analysis (a type of reasoning) . on talks (learning) (not genetically coded)



Inputs I1 I1 I2 I2 I3 I3 I4 I4 I5 I5 I6 I6



Sentences A B C B B E D C B E D A



Confidence 60% 40% 20% 80% 40% 60% 80% 20% 30% 70% 50% 50%



Fitness High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low



Learning A learning ability has been added to the cognition, and is strongly related to the communication capacity. The learning process is composed by two phases. First, inexperienced fishes receive tips from more experienced peers, adding these tips as new statements to their own knowledge book. Second, they classify these statements using an importance approach, considering the accumulative experience on that situation and the success rate of each statement to incrementally increase their certainty on the selection of the most appropriate statement for each situation. Its implementation is better described above (cognition). Language Analysis and Composition The process of analysis and composition is responsible for continuously evaluating the history of all valid sentences, in order to classify them according to its convenience of being selected at each circumstance. Furthermore, the composition is responsible for the proposition of new sentences, based on expected results, which can be foreseen considering the history of other known sentences. These processes consider the local vocabulary and sentences book. The usage of the vocabulary allows trials with those words that have not yet been inserted into sentences. But the analysis of existing sentences, and their combination into new ones allows the exploitation of more complex sequences of actions. The system acts in response to its own experimentations. Therefore if a new sentence seems to be inappropriate, it will probably receive a low importance score, and may be either rarely used, or even excluded from the sentences book. By another side good sentences tend to receive high importance scores, and therefore will probably be selected more frequently than other with lower scores. Execution of Language Statements The execution of language statements, or sentences, is performed by a process that considers the importance conferred to them in different situations, as well as their probability of occurrence (confidence), based on their history. Therefore both aspects are relevant to the decision. Those sentences associated to higher frequency of occurrence represent a more conservative character behavior, while those with higher importance may represent more dared character behavior. The framework permits the usage of a variable to describe the predominant behavior, or the character personality. 4.4



Cognitive Abilities on Virtual Humans - V1V0 Project



Humans are cognitive characters, whose actions are a consequence of a cognitive reasoning ability. Our approach is to study some basic aspects of this ability. The virtual human project focuses on the persuasion ability, when one character tries to convince another one about its personal opinion on a certain subject, while the other character considers that



opinion based on its on personality and purposes. After being evaluated that new information can be accepted or not. This process comprehends two steps. First the character must be convinced about the role played by another one. And then it must address a right strategy to convince that character about some personal opinion. The first goal of the V1V0 project [25] was to propose a framework that would allow us to study human like behaviors. We decided then to analyze a typical human aspect that could not be found in other species, and then we considered the short-term decision-taking and persuasion processes. The goal is to see how two humans in contact with each other behave, and more specifically how one tries to convince the other, or how it reacts to be or not convinced about a certain issue. In order to allow the conduction of this study we built artificial humans, providing them with a common ontology, which would be necessary to allow their comprehension about anything without ambiguity. Then we focused on the creation of a small group of humans, a community, where different roles and personalities were assigned. Each virtual human has a role to play in that scenario, and therefore it is committed with some previously defined goal. And they have also different personalities, what was though as a way to force some tendencies. For instance, how easy would it be for one character to accept the considerations proposed by other characters it could meet in its journey. A Baysian model has been used to control the decisions they should take on different circumstances, based on their original thoughts, but also modulated (modified) by their tendency to be convinced by other characters in that community. Figures 8 and 9 show the character mental model and how the adjustments supported by Bayesian rules affect personal attributes of their minds (opinion).
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Figure 9: V1V0 Creature Mental Model Evolution



A scenario composed by a policeman, a drug-dealer, a victim and an addicted was proposed to evaluate the identification of characters and consequent persuasion attempt. Perception The perception is intermediated by a quest to an oracle that inform the character about who is near, passing him an information like person dressing a red T-shirt. This information is called a fact, and based on it and on the character’s personal opinion about which kind of person would be using a red T-shirt, the character decides which approach to use to address a conversation with this other character. This fact interpretation process results in a belief, maintained in an internal repertoire for continuous re-evaluation. For instance, a person dressing a red T-shirt is a drug-dealer.
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Figure 10: Perception & Cognition on Virtual Humans



Action Interaction with other characters



Cognition After the recognition, considered here as part of the perception, the character takes a decision based on its belief. Considering for instance that the character is a policeman and that he believes that the other character is a drug-dealer, he arrests the dealer. This action is in accordance with his goals. Considering that these facts carry an uncertainty, we decided to use Baysian Rules to handle this process. So, the translation of facts into beliefs and the posterior translation of beliefs into actions are carried out using this probabilistic reasoning approach. Action The results of any taken action are evaluated in order to make the correspondent adjustments in the certainty assigned to the beliefs. An action can be successful or not and this result is feed back to the perception and cognition modules, that based on it adjust their levels of certainty regarding the fact-belief and belief-action mappings, using the Baysian equation for dependent probabilities. P(f/b) = P(b/f)*P(f)/P(b) Tables 3 and 4 show examples of how the assigned probability is kept in local records from each character. Table 3. Social Role Assignment based on Facts Fact: Dressing (T-Shirt color) Red Green Blue



Belief: Social Role Dealer 70% Dealer 10% Dealer 20%



Policeman 20% Policeman 75% Policeman 20%



Victim 10% Victim 15% Victim 60%



Table 4. Actions to Be Taken with Different Characters Belief: Social Role Dealer



Preferred Action (1st option) (from a Policeman perspective) Arrest Buy



Run Way



Policeman



Share Information



Arrest



Run Way



Victim



Assist



Arrest



Run Way



Learning / Persuasion The learning here is concerned with the re-evaluation of beliefs, leading to an increase in the certainty about the meaning of any fact – a belief, and consequently in the choice of the right action to take at each situation. A probabilistic reasoning based on a Baysian model is used to compute the adjustments associated with the uncertainty involved in this process.
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Results on Different Animation Approaches for Live Characters



The presented projects were designed to allow the execution of tests to evaluate some aspects of life properties and consequent individual and social behavior. The following sections describe the most important aspects of these results. 5.1



Evolution of Simple Beings - Alive Project



The artificial life laboratory implemented in this project allowed the simulation of a set of different experiments. Some of them are summarized here. The next figure shows (a) a colony of microorganisms that together fight another microorganism, reproducing what happens with the white blood cells fighting a virus; (b) colonies of microorganisms with similar radiation response, based on which they come closer to each other and can, as a group, be more efficient to look for feed; (c) a birds flocking behavior, that having basically the same innate structure with similar parameters (represented by a behavior equation with similar parameters), can perform flight movements equivalent to those seem in real life. RGB Filter FILTER
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Figure 11: Genetically Evolving Social Organization of Microorganisms



Figure 12: Genetically Evolving Social Organization of Simple Creatures



ACT



A view of how these microorganisms evolve through generations, on three different conditions, is presented below. It can be used to analyze the influence of the environment on its inhabitants, as well as the rate of adaptation that may be convenient to allow these beings to survive on changing environments.



Figure 13: Genetically Evolving Social Organization of Microorganisms - Evolution Curve View -



5.2



Evolution of Simple Beings - Woxbot Project



The Woxbot project was also successful on its main goal, which was to look for evidences that well conducted evolutions may lead to beings developing expected features that allow them to perform the desired behavior. These features are incorporated in finite state machines that can control the robot on its path avoiding cubes and approaching pyramids. Different combinations of states and transitions may be achieved, and in fact they were. Some were more efficient than others, but after many generations the genetic code always provided acceptable solutions. A framework was developed to perform the simulation and to assist the task of observing (and eventually acting on) the genetic code. A view of this tool is presented below, showing the arena, two small windows with the robot point of view, and data providing information about the genetic code and correspondent FSM structure.



Figure 14: Genetically Evolved Robots - Environment View -



5.3



Learning Abilities on More Evolved Creatures - Alga Project



The simulation was conducted considering a small population, a community composed by 20 fishes. From these 4 were mature from the beginning, and the other 16 were born with just basic skills. Doing so we could provide opportunities for the young fishes to start learning since the beginning of the simulation. After some time, each fish had already some own knowledge that could be passed to others every time they meet together. Considering that these meetings depend on too many factors (where the fish is, the other fishes that are simultaneously at that place, …) anyone had a different sequence of contacts, and at any contact different information could be exchanged between them. So each fish had, after some time, a different set of instructions, meaning which action to take at each situation. Considering also that they could evaluate the success of these instructions, they could rank the instructions related to the same situation, and then select with higher probability those that seemed to lead to fitter rewarding. We create deliberately the four mature fishes with the following profiles – one was very clever (had the best instructions), other two were on the average (normal instructed), and one was stupid (bad instructed). This diversity allowed a rich set of combinations for the young fishes, which built their instruction set based on different life opportunities (those fishes that they meet, and what was passed at each meet).



Figure 15: learn based behavior of virtual creatures -aquarium view-



We could observe the knowledge evolution of these fishes through their colors, red representing well-instructed ones (at least 80% of their knowledge space was full-filled), orange representing those in the mid-term (30% to 80%) and finally yellow representing those



still with just basic skills (less than 30%). But another simulation view could provide individually (for each fish) the accumulated energy at every moment, in a curve that made it clear how successful was the learning process. We had also access to the personal instruction tables of each fish and could observe how they ranked what they learned after some time. The most interesting aspect to be noted is that, although containing some differences, we could see what we called a common sense, developed by the majority of all fishes. This result showed that learning by instruction combined we a self-analysis process can select the most suitable instructions for each circumstance.



Figure 16: Learn Based Behavior of Virtual Creatures -Development Curve View-



Figure 17: Aquarium Life Cycle View (top) and Statistics (bottom) - Evolution Trough Knowledge Acquisition by Social Contact (left – right) -



Although desired, this result does not come from some code or properties explicitly embedded in the fish behavior. And therefore it shows that adequate conditions and some level of plasticity (capacity to adjust itself) embedded in the live beings can lead to the evolution of these beings. It is important to note that we are not considering any kind of genetic evolution in this case, since we were just working with learning abilities, and no reproduction took place in this simulation. Figures 16 and 17 show the aquarium inhabit by these fishes and a view of their evolution. Communicating Knowledge (Social Learning) The first learning skill results from the possibility of information exchange between characters, which have been implemented with an inter-character communication mechanism. This allows the exchange of symbols accompanied by statistics associated to it. Herewith we allow a character, wanting to cooperate with another one, to tell some sentences to this other one, which are from its point of view, convenient at certain circumstance. As a consequence we can identify learning by talking skill. Learning by Talking: the proximity of two characters may induce their conversation, which in fact is the transfer of a single word or sentence involved by its semantics, from one to the other. For instance if both recognize that something is good for them, one can teach the other one what to do in that case, based on its own previous experience. Two situations are foreseen here. The character may want to cooperate, teaching the right action (word or sentence), or it can defect, telling the other wrong words or sentences. This pre-disposition to tell the truth always, sometimes or never may be represented in some intern personality feature of the character, and may be part of those coded genetically or not. Self-Analysis (Adaptive Learning) The cognitive module has been conceived as a set of tables containing language information (words, sentences and the history of success / failure associated to them) and an analyzer, which selects one sentence to be executed. For this selection all sentences related to the current input are considered, but weighted by their importance, which in turn is obtained from its history and rate of success. As presented in section 4, new sentences may be proposed, or removed from the sentences book. Here we can identify the learning by reasoning skill. Learning by Reasoning: in this case some actions may lead to a situation where the repertoire of the character is increased, or the relative importance of its elements change, by the assumption that a new word or sentence has a special meaning at that circumstance. The vanishing memory approach is flexible, allowing a real time correction of any emerging strategy, since a new decision is taken at every simulation step. Furthermore it presented nice results, showing the emergence of a common sense among all fishes. This could be observed comparing the books (actions repertoire) from all fishes and the certainty values assigned to each word on their books.



5.4



Cognitive Abilities on Humans -V1V0 Project



The preliminary results of this project are restricted to the ability to confirm the role of a person in a society, based on expectations given by some social accepted conventions. In this case we assigned different shirt colors to wear people playing different roles. The idea was to be able to identify unknown people, looking forward to recognize their role in the story, in order to select appropriate actions to address when contacting them. Some experiments have been conducted showing a convergence after many trials to the correct identification of roles based on stereotypes, as for instance, characters wearing a red Tshirt are drug dealers. Furthermore, based on this, assertive actions could be selected, allowing the characters to use the right action with any other character they could meet. In a second step we intend to handle different actions and their responses, working then on the persuasion process itself. For instance, a social assistant meeting an addicted can use an appropriate talk to convince him to abandon the vicious. But this message should be processed and accepted by the interlocutor, in order to be effectively convinced about it.
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Conclusion and Further Work



This paper presented approaches to deal with some, among various, abstraction levels that may be considered to study artificial life characters, particularly when interested in the evaluation of a huge diversity of social behaviors. We summarize here the main differences between the presented simulations, showing that it may be convenient to address the study of different life properties using different virtual creature models, conceived for those specific purposes. Alive: Adaptive equations to describe the creature’s behavior, without considering the effects of any time dependencies (memory). It is a pure reactive system, able to respond with some level of adaptive behavior. It allows the evaluation of long-term simulations (many generations). Woxbot: Adaptive finite state machines, adding memory and states to the previous model, leading to the observation of emerging strategies. It allows also the evaluation of longterm simulations (many generations). Alga: Language based communication and reasoning to exploit the learning abilities with Markov chain concepts. Appropriate to study mid-term simulations (life-time). V1V0: Baysian rules applied to evaluate cognitive reasoning, providing support to study the confirmation of expectative and persuasion, on a short-term simulation (short period in character’s life).



6.1



Implementation



These projects were designed considering the possibility to run either as an applet (local application on a PC) or as a distributed application in the USP-CAVE, a virtual reality facility. They were also conceived as multi-agent systems, providing the required flexibility to be ported to these different platforms. They were developed in JAVA / JAVA-3D to support the visualization. Desktop The desktop version is useful particularly to study the evolution of cognitive skills. The simulator API provides different tabs. In the ALGA project for instance different tabs in the graphical interface provided means to get information about the running application [Figure 16 and 17]. They are: Aquarium: a 3D view from the environment and fishes. Fishes are represented by different colors depending on their knowledge, which evolves during the time. They are born yellow and then turn to orange and red, as their knowledge grows. Vision: symbolic information about the vision of each fish (what is seem by each fish). Cognition: the knowledge book of each fish, with the actual set of words of this table. Statistics: measurements about actual energy (food) levels, the accumulated value of it (history of everything eaten), and the actual percentage of acquired knowledge. This simulator is available as an applet (2D and 3D versions 2) in the Project–Prototype part of the ALGA project website, and therefore runs in web browsers.



Distributed Virtual Reality (CAVE) The CAVE distributed implementation runs on a PC cluster. The prototype is composed by a main server, responsible for the core simulation of the fish’s behavior (multithreaded approach) and by 5 clients, for rendering the images from virtual cameras, projected on the CAVE sides (4 walls and the floor). In this implementation we use a replication of the entire scene description in all cluster PCs, but while the main simulation runs in one of them, the other five are sole responsible for the real time rendering of each of the 5 views, synchronously. All clients request the server for updated information concerning the scene elements, mainly the position and orientation of each fish and other objects as food particles. The synchronization is carried out automatically, during the update request, keeping all clients with consistent scene information. The JAVA Remote Method Invocation (RMI) is used to establish the communication and correspondent synchronization between the server and all 5 2



The 3D applet version requires the installation of JAVA3D.



clients. Furthermore the JAVA 3D stereo mode is enabled, allowing a really immersive experience in the CAVE using appropriate stereo glasses. This simple structure was enough to ensure a real-time frame rate (around 40 frames per second) without any perceptual slide between the animations presented at each of the 5 CAVE sides. The users have an immersive experience, felling as they were inside the aquarium. In the near future we intend to exploit the distribution of the server among different PCs in a cluster, implementing then a truly distributed VR application. The use of multi-threading, implementing each fish as a separate character, will help in the distribution of this simulator. The current number of fishes in the simulation, 20, did not impose any requirements for this distribution, but this will certainly be necessary for a larger aquarium inhabited by hundreds or thousands of fishes. We present here images taken in the CAVE environment, showing the results of the distributed version running on the PC cluster. The first image is an internal CAVE view running the virtual aquarium simulation, and the second one shows a user having this 3D immersive experience.



Figure 18: Aquarium a) Distributed VR (CAVE) Implementation; b) User Immersion



6.2



Further Work



The further work will address other aspects related to live beings development. We intend also to exploit a stronger integration of these models, looking forward to see for instance how genetically evolved beings can become mature species, where learning abilities for instance can emerge, or at least can become practical, leading to results as those observe in the Alga project. Until now we prepared somehow the simulation and designed the model to provide the necessary means to allow the conduction of a particular aspect of the evolution, adaptation or learning.



Open problems General All engines, implementing each module of the framework, could be assigned to a DNA code, and therefore all available features could evolve genetically through generations. The problem is how long it would take to observe interesting improvements if all engines are allowed to evolve simultaneously. Based on this problem, those tests performed until now (ALIVE and WOXBOT projects) were restricted to a few and objective aspects of this study. WOXBOT The size and consequent complexity of the FSM could grow and then more refined strategies could emerge. The problem may be to know if these simulations will be able to converge to meaningful machines, or not, since the combinatorial space may grow enormously. ALGA The full sentences concept, resulting from the combination of words, could be evaluated to analyze how effective could be the correspondent strategies. This would allow us to analyze closed strategies, those that remain fixed until they have been completed. Therefore the sentences constructor should be upgraded to be able to assemble sentences composed by multiple words, while evaluating their level of success. Some artificial intelligence concepts could perhaps be embedded in this module, exploiting the construction of more elaborated sentences, and representing more sophisticated strategies. Another aspect that could be addressed would be the self-proposal of new sentences, simulating the learning by self-experimentation method, which could be combined with the current learning by social contact. V1V0 An extension has been proposed to this project, adding new features to its model, and so allowing the study of the cultural evolution in virtual societies. It is still under conception. We do not consider that any genetic based evolution of some significance can be observed in a small number of generations. But we know how enormous can be the cultural evolution in some generations (dozens to few hundreds). Therefore our goal here is to study how the acquired social knowledge can grow through generations. In order to accomplish this goal we intend to integrate the language concepts used in the ALGA project to V1V0, while extending also the possible social relationships. We intend also to exploit the effects of exchange of local cultural developments when characters from one community migrate to another community bringing together their knowledge.
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